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Real-Time Jetstream Tracking:
National Benefit from an ST
Radar Network for Measuring
Atmospheric Motions
Abstract
Attention is directed to a wind measurement system that could be of
significant cost benefit to the airline industry and the nation. A network of Stratosphere-Troposphere (ST) radars can provide continuous wind measurements through the troposphere and lower stratosphere with resolutions of 0.5 to 1.0 km in altitude and a fraction of
an hour in time.
United States air carriers consume in excess of 37 billion liters of
fuel per year. Existing estimates by other workers indicate 1-3% savings in fuel costs are possible, given accurate and timely knowledge
of the location of the atmospheric jet stream, which would allow for
optimal use of this variable tail wind (or avoidance of unnecessary
head winds). Current and readily available technology can provide
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an ST radar network with fine spatial resolution capable of continuous real-time jetstream monitoring across the continental United
States. The cost of such a network should be recovered in less than
one year, if the potential savings indicated were realized. Thus establishment of an ST radar network deserves serious consideration, and
it is important to obtain firmer fuel cost savings figures to determine
cost effectiveness. The system also would serve other practical and
basic research needs in the atmospheric sciences.

1. Introduction
Fuel consumption by domestic aviation in the United States
in 1980 was about 45 billion liters, at a cost of about 25 cents
a liter. The airline industry as a whole lost about 89 million
dollars that year (.Aviation Daily, 1981). Some recent studies

FIG. 1. Artist's conception of contributing factors to MST and ST radar echo power profiles. The panel
at the left shows the height distribution of radio refractive index. The center panel shows schematic echo
power at VHF. The panel on the right shows schematically echo power profile at U H F , decreasing with
increasing frequency. (After Gage and Balsley, 1980.)
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standard pilot reports (PIREPS); in other words, the data
were "current" at the time of track determination. He obtained an average of 4.2% savings in flight time when "current" data were used. In this study, he also suggests that wind
data with improved spatial resolution (200 km or better) are
desirable. In addition, Winer and Wesler (1981) found that
the fuel used by an airplane to carry fuel (tankering) can affect overall fuel efficiency: for a trip length of 5600 km (3000
n mi), the fuel used is 0.2 kg for every kg of fuel carried. If the
trip length increases to 9300 km (5000 n mi), the fuel used increases to 0.5 kg per kg of fuel carried. Also, aircraft-circling
at fuel-inefficient low altitudes near terminal areas could be
reduced by improved wind information. These considerations qualitatively show that cost savings are possible from
improved wind data. Quantitative estimates of such savings
are a different matter; only rough estimates have been made
and 1-3% savings are thought to be feasible (Steinberg, 1981;
Winer and Wesler, 1981).
Section 2 addresses the technical capability of ST radars to
provide the wind information with the altitude range and
spatial and time resolution suited to flight planning needs.
The merits of this technique, relative to others, are discussed
in section 3. The capital and operating costs of fielding ST
radars are given in section 4 and found to be less than the potential savings cited above. In view of this, establishment of
an ST radar network deserves serious consideration.

2. Stratosphere-Troposphere (ST) radars

FIG. 2. Radial velocity versus altitude (above MSL) measured by
Sunset radar (near Boulder, Colo.), 15 April 1976,1650 UT. The antenna was pointed at 30°N of zenith; the signal-to-noise (57AO ratio
is given on the left. A 5 m / s velocity away from the radar is apparent
at 5 km (the finite radar pulse gives a finite frequency or velocity
width to the radar echo). Also, a steep velocity shear is evident in the
1 km altitude interval centered at 11 km. (After VanZandt et al.,
1978.)

on flight planning indicate that improved wind data at flight
altitudes offer potential savings exceeding that loss, if they
can be delivered to the flight planners in time (Steinberg,
1981; Stein, 1981; Winer and Wesler, 1981; Ott, 1981).
This article presents the technical case for a new approach
to providing such improved and timely wind information,
and notes its potential cost effectiveness. The approach is
based on existing and readily available technology, namely,
Stratosphere-Troposphere (ST) radars.
Steinberg (1981) compared a limited number of manually
generated flight tracks with those generated using conventional techniques based upon the forecasts of the National
Meteorological Center (NMC) for the London-New York
route. The manually generated tracks were based on automated aircraft observations (at about 200 km intervals) and

The ST radars offer the unique capability of continuous wind
profile measurements. They are based on existing technology, and are capable of unattended operation. They have excellent time resolution, and altitude resolution and range
suitable for commercial air traffic. The basic data consist of
horizontal (and, if desired, vertical) components of the wind
that can be available in real time. These radars also provide
the tropopause height and a quantitative measure of the intensity of atmospheric turbulence.
The radars addressed here are a relatively new technological development, and are not to be confused with conventional weather radars and meteorological Doppler radars
that typically operate at very short (centimeters) wavelengths. At these short wavelengths, the echo power (dependent on atmospheric liquid water reflectors) is often used
as an indicator of precipitation rates, and the mean Doppler
velocity is determined by the mean motion of the scatterers
weighted by their cross sections.
ST radars, on the other hand, operate at significantly
longer wavelengths (meters). The echoes at these longer
wavelengths are due to refractivity structures in the clear air,
which arise from quasi-isotropic irregularities generated by
turbulence. In the case of vertically directed ST radars, partial reflections from horizontally stratified layers also can
contribute echoes.
The radio refractive index is dominated by humidity in the
first few kilometers above the ground, and then by temperature up to about 50 km, above which electron concentration
dominates (Fig. 1).
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FIG. 3. a) Comparison of wind speed and direction observed by
the Arecibo radar on 6 April 1977, with a nearby simultaneous rawinsonde observation at San Juan, Puerto Rico. (After Farley et al.,
1979.) b) Comparison of horizontal winds obtained by the Sunset
radar and the National Center for Atmospheric Research Sabreliner
aircraft; u and v are the eastward and northward wind components,
respectively. The altitude is in kilometers above Mean Sea Level
(MSL). (After Green et al., 1979.) c) Wind speed and direction observed simultaneously by ALTAIR radar located at Kwajalein Atoll
in the Marshall Islands (9.4°N, 167.5°E) and by rawinsonde and
jimsphere balloon drift measurements. The heights are in kilometers
above MSL. (After Crane, 1980.)

Radars that can probe up to and beyond the mesopause
are known as Mesosphere-Stratosphere-Troposphere (MST)
radars; these are vast and expensive arrays. ST radars considered here have limited altitude range (ground to 20-25 km)
and are far less expensive.

a. Demonstrated real-time data capability
Figure 2 illustrates the form in which the raw data are available directly from the radar: radar intensity versus frequency
for a given line of sight. Even in this raw form, velocities are
immediately apparent (by virtue of the Doppler shift of a
given echo from a given altitude, which can be expressed
either in terms of a frequency shift or a line of sight velocity).
Measurements in three directions allow a determination of
the complete wind velocity vector. Existing systems use microprocessors to display the altitude wind profile, continuously updating it at about 10 min intervals. The altitude profiles are readily recorded digitally, and can be transferred

from the observing site to any location using existing low
data rate telephone lines.
Altitude resolution matched to commercial air lane separation (610 m or 2000 ft) is available by simply using modestly shorter radar pulses than those used for the data illustrated in Fig. 2.
b. Comparison with other measurements
Extensive tests have shown that the winds derived from ST
radar measurements agree with those derived from other
conventional techniques. Comparisons have been made with
data from rawinsondes, jimspheres, and aircraft; examples
are shown in Figs. 3a, b, and c. Such comparisons have
shown that the closer the proximity in space and time, the
better the agreement between the radar and other techniques.
Figure 4 shows the variation of the wind overhead an ST
radar, during the time span of ascent of a nearby balloon
drifting up and away from overhead. The horizontal bars,
representing the range of wind speeds present during the
hour around the balloon launch time, indicate the range of
wind values the balloon could have seen, had it been
launched a fraction of an hour earlier or later. One might
view this as "geophysical noise" for purposes of wind field
predictions, which are based solely upon 12 h profiles.
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FIG. 4. Wind speed and direction observed simultaneously by
MST radar and windsonde at Poker Flat, Alaska, 5 March 1979. The
radar observations " b a r " spans the range of winds measured over
the windsonde balloon ascent time. The vertical mark on the " b a r " is
the radar-measured-wind at the time the windsonde passed through
that altitude. The heights are in kilometers above MSL. (After Balsley et al., 1979.)

c. Wind variability
The southward wind component observed by an ST radar between 6 and 19 km during one week is displayed in Fig. 5. The
continuity of the wind oscillation, in both altitude and time,
is evident in these measurements. All data points shown are
independent measurements, with no smoothing either in altitude or in time. Significant changes in wind speed and direction can occur over time scales of hours to fractions of an
hour. Thus, major wind oscillations and convergences can
pass unnoticed by 12-hourly balloon observations.
Figures 6a, 6b, and 7 illustrate the qualitative improvement in the information content that follows from the time
continuity of an ST radar observation. Figure 6a, presented
here for purposes of orientation, shows the locations of five
weather stations in West Germany. Figure 6b is a plot of
wind speeds obtained in a special, 6-hourly balloon observational campaign at these stations during the time of a jetstream occurrence (10-13 April 1978). These may be compared with the routine data shown in Fig. 7, also during a
jetstream passage (15-16 April 1976): the data are the height
time contours of the northward wind components as routinely obtained by the Sunset radar near Boulder, Colo.

d. Turbulence
ST radars also can provide quantitative measurements of the
intensity of turbulence in clear air. The turbulence can be independently deduced from such observations as the echo intensity observed in the radar volume, the width of the observed Doppler spectrum, and time series analyses of observed
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FIG. 5. Radar-derived hourly values of the meridional component of wind velocity between 6-19 km above MSL from 7-14 February 1978, Platteville, Colo. Southward values of the wind are positive; the magnitude scale appears to the left of the ordinate. (After
Ecklund et al, 1979.)

mean winds. Figure 8 shows contours of the eddy dissipation
rate~e (a measure of the intensity of wind turbulence) during
the passage of a jet stream over the radar. These data are for
the same time, day, and location, and are plotted with the
same altitude and time intervals as in Fig. 7. Combining data
such as shown in Figs. 7 and 8 would delineate the areas
where high winds, once located, can be used to advantage
while avoiding associated hazardously turbulent conditions.
The spectrum of turbulent intensity can be measured using
radars of different wavelength, as they are sensitive to echoes
from irregularities of different scale sizes in the atmosphere.
An ST radar operating at 50 MHz, for example, can detect
turbulence of a scale size of approximately 3 m (half the radar
wavelength).

e. Tropopause detection
Enhanced echoes from vertical incidence ST radar pulses at
VHF relate directly to atmospheric hydrostatic stability.
This is attributed to reflection from stable layers of index of
radio refraction. This ability to measure the presence and altitude of stable regions of the atmosphere allows detection of
inversions, fronts, and the tropopause. It may be noted that
static stability is directly sensed by the radar, while with radiosonde data its presence is deduced through computation.
The tropopause height is derived from the radar observations as that height at which the radar beam first sees
"glints." The "glints" (very strong echoes with sharp spectral
narrowing) are the enhanced intensity (due to specular reflection from stable regions of the atmosphere) that a vertically
directed radar beam sees relative to that seen by an off-vertical
beam. These enhanced and spectrally narrowed echoes are
detected by VHF radars, at frequencies near and below 50
MHz, but not by radars operated at significantly higher frequencies. Comparisons between the tropopause height as determined by an ST radar and by radiosonde measurements
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FIG. 6. a) Geographic location of five stations of the West German Weather Service. SL: Schleswig HA: Hannover. ES: Essen. ST:
Stuttgart. MU: Munchen. The distance scale is indicated at the upper
right hand corner, b) Temporal variation of the wind speed at three
different heights (dashed curve, 5.4 km; solid curve, 7.2 km; dot-dash
curve, 9.0 km) during a jetstream passage, 10-13 April 1978. The
wind measurements were carried out using radiosondes every 6 h at
the five German stations shown in Fig. 6a. The wind direction was
on average 200°, from SSW toward NNE. (After Ruster and Czechowsky, 1980).

show good agreement, an example of which is illustrated in
Fig. 9.
The radar-derived tropopause data have been used to estimate stratospheric temperatures. Even though other radar
(millimeter wave) systems capable of measuring tropospheric
temperatures exist, the ST radar under discussion here will
not. The existing upper-air temperature observations, together with the temperature forecasts provided by the National Meteorological Center, offer the only presently available temperature information. It is information on the
precise location, strength, and the variability of the jetstream
that the use of ST radars can provide to a degree unmatched
by other existing or planned systems.
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phenomena, including sudden downdrafts and wind shears
in airport vicinities.
Further discussion of some of these applications may be
found in the Special Issue of Radio Science, March-April
1980, and in the excellent reviews by Green et al (1979) and
Balsley and Gage (1980).
As aircraft approach and descend in the terminal areas, the
air traffic controllers often have to impose course and/or
speed changes because of safety considerations. Such changes

Other benefits

It should be evident that the data from ST radars can have
many applications for atmospheric research in turbulence,
vertical and horizontal transport, winds, wave, and tidal
structure, flow of energy, momentum and contaminants,
general dynamic meteorology, and severe weather

FIG. 7. Height-time contours of the northward component (m/s)
of wind measured by the Sunset radar on 15-16 April 1976, during
the passage of a jet stream. (After Gage et al, 1980.)
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FIG. 9. Tropopause heights near Denver, Colo., for the period
March-May 1977. The solid line connects the tropopause altitudes
determined from the routine, twice daily, National Weather Service
radiosondes at Denver. The crosses indicate the tropopause heights
determined from the Sunset radar data (After Gage and Green,
1979.)

FIG. 8. Height-time contours of the eddy dissipation rate 1
(cm 2 s"3) measured by the Sunset radar on 15—16 April 1976, during
the passage of a jet stream. 1 is estimated from the radar reflectivity.
(After Gage et al., 1980.)

are fuel-inefficient because they usually occur at low altitudes (i.e., circling in dense air). The wind data from ST radars, being in real time and continuous, would allow air traffic controllers to pace the flow of traffic into terminal areas
with greater lead time, accuracy, and safety, as well as
economy.

true vertical profile over the observing station, in contrast to
the rawinsonde which, necessarily, must drift with the wind
as the balloon ascends. The greater the horizontal wind velocity, the greater is the extent to which the balloon blows
downstream before achieving full altitude. Further, high
wind speeds also degrade the accuracy of the balloon wind
measurements, in contrast to unchanged or improved accuracy for ST radars under similar circumstances. Also, the duration of the balloon ascent is sufficiently long that troublesome changes in wind speed and direction can occur within
the ascent time.
Only the ST radar and geosynchronous satellite observations offer the capability of continuous operation. Both direct satellite wind observations and improvements in their
vertical resolution (presently 3-7 km) to match air traffic requirements have to await optimistic future developments. It

3. Relative merits of alternate techniques
Table 1 provides a qualitative comparison of the different
techniques for obtaining wind information. In forming this
table, existing technology of instrumentation and current
operational modes have been assumed, and the altitude range
and resolution considered is that of interest to commercial
air traffic.
The wind profile provided by the ST radars represents a

TABLE 1. Comparison of relative merits of alternative techniques for wind information. (Existing instrumentation technology in
current operational modes, and altitude, range, and resolution pertinent to commercial air traffic have been assumed.)
Satellite
Comparative factors
Winds
Time resolution
Vertical resolution
Global coverage

Rawinsonde

Orbiting

Geosynchronous

12 hours
Excellent

-12 hours
Poor

—minutes
Poor

No
(Land based)

Synoptic observations
Direct/indirect
measurement

Yes
Direct

Unattended operation

No

Other parameters
Temperature profile
Tropopause
Turbulence

Yes
Yes
No

Yes

Yes
(with a set)

Yes
No
Indirect
Indirect
(Current technology based on
cloud drift or temperature
measurements.)
Yes
Yes
In part
In part
No

In part
In part
No

PIREPS

Sporadic
Data at
flight level only
No

No
Direct

ST radar

— 10 minutes
Excellent
No (Primarily land based)
(Buoy adaptation
possible, Balsley and
Gage, 1980
Yes
Direct

No

Yes

At flight level only
No
At flight level only

No
Yes
Yes
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may be possible to infer tropopause locations from satellite
total ozone data.
The radiosonde remains the best technique to obtain atmospheric temperature profiles, since satellite observations
do not extend to lower altitudes in the troposphere and the
ST radar lacks the capability to measure temperature. ST
radar detection of tropopause height, coupled with possible
improvements in retrieval algorithms for millimeter wave
radiometry, may hold future promise to obtain such
information.
PIREPS cannot form the basic data source, but can be
supplementary. Though good time and horizontal resolution, measurements of wind and temperature, and subjective
observations of turbulence are possible along the flight path,
PIREPS add to the duties of the crew. The data are hardly
synoptic and their accuracy is less than desirable. Transmittal errors can add to the difficulties, and combining many
PIREPS of different locations and times to form a coherent
picture can, and often does, involve a considerable degree of
subjectivity.

FIG. 10. Existing upper-air observational network.

4. ST radar network cost estimate
A number of ST radars are presently in operation for various
research purposes. Hence cost estimates for ST radars are
quite good, as they are based upon actual experience.
Capital cost for individual ST radars is estimated (Balsley
and Gage, 1982) at about $100 000 each. This cost includes
transmitter (60 kW peak, 2% duty cycle), antenna, microcomputer, recorder, pulse box, receiver, trailer, and labor.
Annual operating costs are on the order of 10% of the capital
costs. Power consumption for each radar is comparable to
that of a residential house. Operational experience with these
radars has shown that unattended operation is extremely
reliable.
Mass production (on the order of 100 units) could reduce
costs as much as a quarter. An engineering study to optimize
the system design to the customer needs can be performed at
very little expenditure of money and time, and would be prudent (Balsley and Gage, 1982).
Figure 10 depicts the present distribution of the upper-air
observational network of radiosondes. The grid is sufficiently open that its adequacy for the definition of mesoscale
phenomena, including the jet stream variability, has been
questioned. Figure 11 depicts a grid of observing stations
spaced at 100 km intervals. The optimum number and distribution of stations should be determined through future analyses; obviously, if comparable benefits could be achieved
with one or a few regional networks, the cost would be less.
However, the cost of even the overly dense grid of ST radars
depicted in Fig. 11, and representing 700 stations, would be
less than $70 million. A network matched to the fine "halfmesh" size (of about 200 km) in standard weather prediction
forecast model grids should cost less than $20 million (0.2%
of one year's commercial aviation fuel burn).
Data from each ST radar site could be relayed via telephone lines to regional and national centers for routine display at quite modest cost. Consider Fig. 11 as on a video display screen, with each square centered on one ST radar site.
Visualize each square as color-toned according to wind direc-

FIG. 11. Illustrative network of ST radars for tracking the variable jet stream in real time, at an "overkill spacing" of every 100 km
which should still be cost effective within its first year of operation.
Also shown in the figure are representative locations of the jet stream
core at three consecutive 24 h intervals (After Reiter, 1963.)

tion, and brightness contrast proportional to wind speed.
Such a display could be sequenced through a series of flight
altitude corridors, showing in real time the location of the jetstream or the general wind field. Turbulence intensity could
likewise be displayed. All this could be provided to flight
planning centers, forecasting facilities, air traffic control centers, and any other interested users, at very modest cost (already included in the annual operating costs quoted above).
A modest extension of the aircraft meteorological data
relay (AMDAR) service concept (going to data flow to vs.
from the aircraft) would allow this real time information to
be relayed to the aircraft cockpit, via a minicomputer that
could superpose aircraft location and flight-plan track on the
same screen. (AMDAR is being developed by the National
Weather Service, and is an aircraft-to-ground meteorological
information relay system, using either satellite or ground
communication links.)

5. Summary
ST radars can measure winds through the troposphere and
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lower stratosphere, with altitude resolutions as fine as 610 m
(2000 ft), corresponding to present commercial air lane separation. The time resolution is a fraction of an hour. Continuous unattended operation is possible. Winds are directly observed and can be available in real time. The radar uses
demonstrated technology.
Comparisons with rawinsonde, jimsphere, and aircraft
measurements have verified the radar winds; the better the
spatial and temporal proximity, the closer has been the
agreement.
The time continuity of the ST radar observations offers a
distinct advantage. Significant mesoscale changes in wind
speed and direction, readily detected by ST radars, can be
missed by current synoptic 12 h observations. Smaller-scale
motion features, also readily detected as such by radar measurements, can contaminate the large-scale features derived
from twice-daily balloon data.
Additional advantages of these radars include the simultaneity of wind measurements at all altitudes, in a well defined repeatable overhead region. The radars also can identify horizontally stratified stable layers in the atmosphere,
notably the tropopause. They also measure the degree of atmospheric turbulence. They can provide data of significance
to research areas such as severe weather phenomena.
ST radars compare favorably with rawinsondes, satellites,
and PIREPS as data sources in terms of altitude and time
coverage, time resolution and continuity, directness of wind
measurement, automated operation, and the existence of all
needed technology. They are essentially land based and cannot measure tropospheric temperatures.
Capital costs are such that even a very dense network (e.g.,
700 ST radars covering the continental United States every
100 km) would cost about $70 million, with annual operating
cost amounting to about a tenth of this figure; the operating
cost includes provision for the ready availability of the data
to interested users.
United States air carriers consume over 37 billion liters of
aviation fuel per year at a cost in excess of 10 billion dollars.
Analyses by other workers (Steinberg, 1981; Winer and
Wesler, 1981) indicate that 1-3% savings (some $100-300
million) in these costs are feasible, if flight planning can be
improved. These analyses further suggest that such improvement can, to a large extent, result from timely availability of accurate wind data, with enhanced spatial resolution,
leading to more precise definition of the jet stream. An ST
radar network meets these needs, and offers such a potential
for significant, immediate cost benefit to the nation's airline
industry that more extensive studies should be undertaken to
establish firm fuel cost savings that would accrue from better
wind information. If the savings on the order of a percent are
confirmed, the definition, establishment, and operation of
such a network should be vigorously pursued.
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